2722 Seat Post for Optional 1600 or 1400 Seat Back Systems

#30-13-2722

Parts Included: 2722 Seat Post, 2-piece Extension Rod, Quick Release and Hardware, Seat Belt, and Plastic Knob

Step 1) To begin, install small silver bracket to the rear deck. It will require the use of the 10mm bolt and matching nut—the circle indicates this step.
Step 2) Assemble the 2-piece extension rod as pictured below. This is done by sliding the two pieces together with the quick release slot facing towards the front of the tryke. Once pieced together installed the bottom rod to the small silver bracket using the 10mm bolt and matching nut. Follow the rod upwards and install the upper extension rod to the seat post.

Step 3) Install the quick release inside the extension rod bracket as pictured in the first two pictures. This rectangle indicates this step.

Step 4) Insert seat post into the tryke and installed the extension rod to the seat post itself as pictured below. This requires the use of a 10mm bolt and nut. Tighten securely.
Step 5) Pictured is a fully install 2722 seat post with a tractor seat. What helps make this seat post unique is the ability to install either the 1600 or 1400 Seat Back Systems as pictured below.